Quality control of RNA-seq experiments.
Direct sequencing of the complementary DNA (cDNA) using high-throughput sequencing technologies (RNA-seq) is widely used and allows for more comprehensive understanding of the transcriptome than microarray. In theory, RNA-seq should be able to precisely identify and quantify all RNA species, small or large, at low or high abundance. However, RNA-seq is a complicated, multistep process involving reverse transcription, amplification, fragmentation, purification, adaptor ligation, and sequencing. Improper operations at any of these steps could make biased or even unusable data. Additionally, RNA-seq intrinsic biases (such as GC bias and nucleotide composition bias) and transcriptome complexity can also make data imperfect. Therefore, comprehensive quality assessment is the first and most critical step for all downstream analyses and results interpretation. This chapter discusses the most widely used quality control metrics including sequence quality, sequencing depth, reads duplication rates (clonal reads), alignment quality, nucleotide composition bias, PCR bias, GC bias, rRNA and mitochondria contamination, coverage uniformity, etc.